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Mr. Sudbury

� AtomsAtomsAtomsAtoms are the fundamental building blocks of 
all matter.
◦ An atomatomatomatom is the smallest unit of an element that 
maintains properties of that element.

� All matter matter matter matter is composed of atoms.

� An elementelementelementelement is a pure substance made only of 
one type of atom.

� Atoms can combine with other atoms to 
make compoundscompoundscompoundscompounds or moleculesmoleculesmoleculesmolecules.

� Atoms contain 3 fundamental parts:

� AKA – Subatomic particles
◦ Protons

◦ Neutrons

◦ Electrons
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� You can find out everything you need to know 
about a atom from the periodic table.

� The number of protons number of protons number of protons number of protons in an atom is the 
atomic numberatomic numberatomic numberatomic number.

� In an atom, the number of electrons number of electrons number of electrons number of electrons in an 
atom is also the atomic numberatomic numberatomic numberatomic number.  
◦ (This may change later � ions)

� In an atom the mass of the nucleus mass of the nucleus mass of the nucleus mass of the nucleus is the 
mass numbermass numbermass numbermass number. (This is how you determine the 
number of neutrons.)

� The mass numbermass numbermass numbermass number is the atomic mass atomic mass atomic mass atomic mass of the 
atom.**

� Since the electrons have basically no mass, 
the mass number mass number mass number mass number is the mass of the nucleusmass of the nucleusmass of the nucleusmass of the nucleus.

� The mass of the nucleus (in amu) is the sumsumsumsum
of everything in the nucleuseverything in the nucleuseverything in the nucleuseverything in the nucleus.

� Since atomic number tells you protonsatomic number tells you protonsatomic number tells you protonsatomic number tells you protons, then 
you can subtractsubtractsubtractsubtract the number of protonsprotonsprotonsprotons from 
the mass number mass number mass number mass number to determine how many determine how many determine how many determine how many 
neutronsneutronsneutronsneutrons an atoms has.

� Atoms are electrically neutralAtoms are electrically neutralAtoms are electrically neutralAtoms are electrically neutral.
◦ This means the positive protons and negative 
electrons have to be the same number to cancel 
each other out.

� Atomic MassAtomic MassAtomic MassAtomic Mass – The average of all nuclides 
of an atom.  (# on PT)

� Mass numberMass numberMass numberMass number - The number of P & N in the 
nucleus.  (whole #, or rounded from PT)
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� How many p+

� How many e-

� How many n0

� How many p+

� How many e-

� How many n0
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� How many p+

� How many e-

� How many n0
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� Atomic mass of 22 amu. � Protons, neutrons, electrons
◦ Location, charge, mass

� Using the Periodic Table
◦ Determining p, n, & e in an atom

� Identifying atoms

� The End


